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Finally a Beginner-Friendly Way to Learn Git
fournova launches learning platform for version control with Git
Berlin, Germany - April 15, 2014. Today fournova, the company behind the popular Git client
Tower, launches Learn Version Control with Git, a new learning platform for the version
control system Git.
The platform offers a wide choice of learning material, including a free online book, various
ebook formats, video tutorials as well as live online training.
Unlike other learning content in this area “Learn Version Control with Git” does not require a
deep technical background. It aims at beginners of programming, web designers and project
managers.
Version control is an essential tool in today’s web and software world and a fundamental part
of the workflow in teams large and small.
However, despite its growing popularity, many designers and developers do not use Git yet.
With its new learning platform, fournova wants to encourage them to make the switch.
“Our mission is to help people around the world to learn Git and use it productively.” says
fournova CEO and author of the book, Tobias Günther.
With its own Git client Tower, the company helps over 35,000 customers from startups to
Fortune 100 companies to get the most out of Git. With this new learning platform fournova
wants to enable even more people to learn version control with Git - no matter if they’re on a
Mac or a PC, or if they’re using the Command Line Interface or a GUI.

About fournova:
fournova is a startup based in Germany with offices in Berlin and Stuttgart. Its popular
desktop app Tower helps over 35,000 customers to easily and productively work with the Git
version control system.

Screenshot of Learn Git: Download High Resolution (87KB)

Book Cover: Download High Resolution (190KB)
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Learn Git: http://www.git-tower.com/learn
Tower website: http://www.git-tower.com
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/gittower
fournova website: http://www.fournova.com
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